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1. About the Document
This document provides key facts, information on key personnel, and an overview of distinguishing
competencies of the non-profit association A-SIT, the limited company A-SIT Plus GmbH, and their most
relevant partner institutions. Main emphasis is put on competencies most relevant for the public sector,
e.g. know-how and experiences related to e-government, electronic identities, and electronic signatures.
The aim of this document is to serve as concise information material for A-SIT’s partners and customers
and to provide boilerplates for other documents such as project proposals, etc.
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2. Key Facts
2.1. A-SIT
The Secure Information Technology Center – Austria (A-SIT) is a public-funded non-profit association. ASIT has been founded in May 1999, its current members are the Austrian Federal Ministry of Digital and
Economic Affairs (BMDW), the Federal Computing Centre of Austria (BRZ), Graz University of Technology
(TU Graz) and Danube University Krems (DUK). A-SIT is a confirmation body under the Austrian Signature
Law and notified as designated body under the European eIDAS Regulation ((EU) 910/2014, art. 30.1) and
a conformity assessment body under the eIDAS Regulation. Further formal duties are Competent Authority
for certifying online collection systems for the European Citizen Initiative (EU Regulation 211/10, art. 6(4)),
or expert opinions for the Data Protection Commission. A-SIT or its staff represents public authorities or
assists public authorities in various international and EU bodies (e.g., Council of Europe, ENISA
Management Board, Common Criteria Management Board, OECD, eIDAS Cooperation Network and Expert
Group, etc.). Following a Cabinet Council decision, the Austrian federal ministries are asked to call on ASIT in case of research orders or questions corresponding to the A-SIT mission. Thus, A-SIT has duties of a
national IT security advisory agency, even though not organized as an agency, but as an association.

2.2. A-SIT Plus GmbH
A-SIT Plus GmbH has been established in July 2015 as a 100% subsidiary of A-SIT. The mission of A-SIT Plus
GmbH – as the mission of its owner A-SIT – is to provide competent support and services in information
security primarily to the public sector. The establishment of A-SIT Plus GmbH follows a clearer separation
of duties where A-SIT focuses on its formal duties of independent advice of public authorities out of its
non-profit mission or as a notified QSCD certification body and conformity assessment body, whereas ASIT Plus GmbH can extent that by paid services to public sector or private sector organizations.

2.3. Partners
2.3.1. TU Graz
A-SIT and A-SIT Plus closely collaborate with Graz University of Technology (Technische Universität Graz,
TUG) and in particular with the Institute for Applied Information Processing and Communications (IAIK).
Around sixty researchers at IAIK conduct research, teach, and consult private and as well as public
organizations. IAIK’s research is directed towards several applied as well as theoretical fields like computer
networking, embedded systems, system-on-chip design, formal verification, computer security,
information security, E-Government and eIDs, cryptography and cryptanalysis. In the field of cryptography,
IAIK thereby works in theoretical cryptography for the foundations of efficient and secure algorithms and
cryptographic protocols, applied cryptography in various fields of application such as cloud computing,
electronic identification, authentication, signatures (eIDAS) and the secure implementation of
cryptographic primitives, including energy efficient designs for resource constrained devices and
awareness of implementation/side-channel attacks. This wide range of related topics researched at IAIK
grants the opportunity to develop an integrated view of all these aspects, which is of special importance
for a comprehensive research perspective. IAIK currently participates in several international as well as EU
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funded projects, has also been involved in European network of excellence projects and regularly
contributes to nationally funded projects. In addition, IAIK acts as advisory board consulting public and
private institutions for rapidly evolving areas like information security, networking, E-Government and
secure implementations of software and hardware. Members of IAIK have been and still are active in
standardization groups like ISO, CEN, ETSI, JCP, OASIS, TCG, W3C or IETF.

2.3.2. Stiftung Secure Information and Communication Technologies (SIC)
The Institute for Applied Information Processing and Communication of Graz University of Technology has
established the Stiftung Secure Information and Communication Technologies SIC aiming at encouraging
independent scientific research, development as well as teaching and knowledge transfer in the fields of
applied information processing, communication and information security. Cryptography for the Java™
platform is one of the core activities at Stiftung SIC. Already in 1997 the initial versions of IAIK-JCE and
iSaSiLk have been released as two of the first crypto libraries for the Java™ platform that have ever been
available. Since then Stiftung SIC has continuously maintained, enhanced, and extended its crypto toolkit
suite for the Java™ platform. Today SIC crypto software is an important part of many cryptographic
applications and projects all around the world. In addition to software development, Stiftung SIC is also
actively engaged in research and has very close relationship to IAIK. Stiftung SIC has also participated in
many security- and PKI related research projects and has taken part in European and world-wide PKI and
security standardization activities. Together with IAIK, Stiftung SIC is one of the key players in the Austrian
eGovernment scene.
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3. Key Personnel
Mr. Herbert Leitold (male) holds a master of telecommunications and informatics. He is Secretary General
of Secure Information Technology Center – Austria (A-SIT) and is board member of the non-profit
foundation Stiftung Secure Information and Communication Technologies (SIC). Herbert contributed to
several EU projects like the Large Scale Pilots “STORK” and “STORK 2.0” on eID, “SPOCS” on the Services
Directive, or “eSENS” on building block consolidation. He was national coordinator of the Austrian
participation of these policy-supporting projects. Further EU project involvements were Cloud for Europe
or SUNFISH on cloud computing in public services, or FutureTrust and CEF projects related to eIDAS.
Herbert represents Austria in expert groups like the eIDAS Expert Group and the Cooperation Network and
he is the Austrian alternate member to the ENISA management board.
Mr. Gerald Dißauer (male) holds two master’s degrees both in medical informatics and in business
engineering from Vienna University of Technology. He is a business unit manager of Secure Information
Technology Center – Austria (A-SIT) and an IT-security expert with project experiences which include the
certification of products under eIDAS. Gerald contributed to EU projects such as “FutureTrust” which
supports practical implementations under eIDAS and “SECOQC” to build a quantum cryptography network.
Gerald teaches at universities of applied sciences in Austria and in Germany and he covers cyber security
and digital signature systems (eIDAS) amongst others. Gerald officially represented the Republic of Austria
in expert roles including the SIS VIS comitology or the technical advisory group for the Schengen
Information System II in his former team leading role at the Federal Ministry of the Interior.
Dr. Peter Teufl (male) received his master in telecommunications and informatics at the Graz University
of Technology. From 2005 to 2015 he worked in the e-government group and for A-SIT at the Institute for
Applied Information Processing and Communications (IAIK). He was lecturer at Graz University of
Technology for bachelor and master level lectures related to networks, mobile phone and cloud security
aspects. He finished his PhD in the areas of knowledge discovery and mobile phone security in 2012. Since
2015, Peter Teufl is CEO of A-SIT Plus GmbH. Throughout his career Peter was engaged in research and
security consulting for the public sector with emphasis on cryptographic services in the cloud, security of
mobile applications within BYOD scenarios, and security aspects of emerging web technologies.
Dr. Thomas Zefferer (male) received his PhD in computer science from Graz University of Technology with
distinction. When working on his PhD, he mainly focused on IT-security aspects in mobile e-government
scenarios. Furthermore, he contributed to several international research projects including the large-scale
pilots STORK, STORK 2.0 and eSENS. Being active in the IT-security domain for more than ten years, Thomas
is currently focusing on risk analyses, security assessments, and the design of security-critical software.
Thomas is still active in several national and international research projects, bridging the gap between the
elaboration of security concepts in the academic domain and their application in real-world use cases. In
this context, Thomas also supports and consults the Austrian public, private and commercial sector in IT
security related affairs.
Dr. Arne Tauber (male) is the head of the E-Government Innovation Center, a research group at IAIK about
e-Government with focus on electronic identification, authentication, and signatures (eIDAS). He received
his PhD degree in Telecommunications Engineering at the Graz University of Technology in 2012 with
distinction. He is working in the field of IT-Security supporting the Austrian e-Government initiative and
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has been responsible for work related to eIDAS within IAIK for more than ten years and also has been
working in several research and large scale pilot projects in the field of identity management (FP7 STORK,
STORK 2.0, GINI-SA, SPOCS). He is and has been working as an expert within ETSI in standardizing activities
for electronic signature standards in TC ESI (Electronic Signatures and Infrastructures). He is teaching ITSecurity at Graz University of Technology. He is also a member of the ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 27 (IT Security
techniques) national standardization committee (Austrian Standards Institute).
Mr. Thomas Lenz (male) joined IAIK in 2012 and is part of the eGovernment Innovation Center (EGIZ). The
eGovernment Innovation Center is focusing on research in eGovernment as well as on designing,
developing, and maintaining software components for Austrian public services. His primary expertise is in
identity management systems, electronic signatures, and secure system architectures. His main research
interest lies in identity-management systems for cross-domain or cross-device scenarios. In this research,
he deals with smooth interactions between inhomogeneous infrastructures that are involved in
identification, authentication, and authorization processes. During this research, he contributed to several
national and international research projects and activities.
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4. Distinguishing Competences
4.1. Committee Participation
§

Herbert Leitold: STORK co-opted expert to the eIDAS Expert Group.

§

Herbert Leitold: Austrian national representative to the eIDAS technical subgroups.

§

Herbert Leitold: Austrian national delegate to the technical group under Article 8 of the
Services Directive (the group was in charge of the Trust List Decision 009/767/EC and the
Format Decision 2011/130/EU and their amendments).

§

Herbert Leitold: Austrian national representative to the eIDAS Cooperation Network.

§

Herbert Leitold: Austrian alternate member to the ENISA management board.

4.2. EU-Project Experience
FutureTrust: The H2020 project FutureTrust project, in which A-SIT and A-SIT Plus participated, conducted
basic and applied research, which addressed large parts of the “eIDAS-Ecosystem” and integrated various
FutureTrust Services and FutureTrust Pilot Applications as well as the “Global Trust List”, which provides
information related to trust service providers across the European Member States and beyond.
STORK2.0: STORK (Secure idenTity acrOss boRders linKed) 2.0 contributed to the realization of a single
European electronic identification and authentication area. It built on the results of STORK, establishing
interoperability of different approaches at national and EU level, eID for persons, eID for legal entities. ASIT participated in FP7 STORK2.0 project.
eID4U: This is a project in the European CEF framework that facilitates student mobility by integrating
eIDAS to university platforms. A-SIT contributes its eIDAS expertise, as well as its experience from
predecessor projects eSENS und STORK.
TOOP: This project is funded by the EU Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation programme. The project
pilots the Once-Only principle where citizens and businesses provide data to public administrations only
once and enable administrations to reuse these data in other processes rather than re-asking the same
data. A-SIT supports the project with its eIDAS expertise on secure identification of the persons concerned.
SUNFISH: This project was funded by the EU Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation programme. It has
developed solutions on secure federation of public sector private clouds. A-SIT was involved in the
requirements analysis and in developing the data security components.
eSENS: eSENS was a large scale pilot under the European Commission’s CIP ICT-PSP programme that was
based on a set of predecessors large scale pilots and consolidated their building blocks (electronic
signature, electronic identity, electronic delivery, electronic documents, and semantics). A-SIT has
coordinated the Austrian consortium that participated in the project.
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CREDENTIAL: This project was funded by the EU Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation programme. The
project goal was to build a secure cloud platform for identity management and data sharing. The project
was technically managed by Graz University of Technology.
SEMPER: The project SEMPER (Cross-border Semantic Interoperability of Powers and Mandates) aims to
provide solutions for cross-border powers of representation and e-mandates by taking into account LOST
(legal, organization, semantic and technical) layers. This is achieved by defining the semantic definitions
of mandate attributes and enhancing the eIDAS Interoperability Framework with appropriate elements on
protocol level and integration modules for connecting national mandate management infrastructures.

4.3. Scientific Publications
§

Herbert Leitold - "Supporting Decision Making and Policy Through Large Scale Pilots" Proceedings of AHFE, 2014

§

Herbert Leitold, Antonio Lioy, Carlos Ribeiro - "STORK 2.0: Breaking New Grounds on eID and
Mandates" - Proceedings of ID World International Congress, 2014

§

Herbert Leitold, Reinhard Posch, Thomas Rössler - "Reconstruction of electronic signatures
from eDocument printouts" - Computers & security (Volume: 29), 2010

§

Ribeiro, C., Leitold, H., Esposito, S., & Mitzman, D. (2017). STORK: a real, heterogeneous, largescale eID management system. International Journal of Information Security.

§

Leitold, H., & Konrad, D. (2019). Qualified Remote Signatures – Solutions, its Certification, and
Use. In U. Waldmann (Ed.), Proceedings of 29th SmartCard Workshop (pp. 219-231)

§

Priesnitz Filho, W., Ribeiro, C., & Zefferer, T. (2019). Privacy-preserving attribute aggregation
in eID federations. Future Generation Computer Systems, 92(Volume 92), 1-16.

§

Zefferer, T., Ziegler, D., & Reiter, A. (2018). A Federation of Federations: Secure Cloud
Federations meet European Identity Federations. International Journal for Information
Security Research, Volume 8(Issue 1).

§

Zefferer, T., Ziegler, D., & Reiter, A. (2018). Best of two worlds: Secure cloud federations meet
eIDAS. In 2017 12th International Conference for Internet Technology and Secured
Transactions (ICITST) (pp. 396-401).
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